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Introduction
The ProDebug plugin for Unity makes a suite of powerful debugging aids available to all Unity developers, enabling you to
debug your applications more quickly and efficiently to help produce the highest quality software product possible! The
ProDebug plugin supports Unity versions 3.5 and up, and has been tested against Unity versions as recent as 2017. Demos of
ProDebug are available online at: http://www.ivxiv.com/Unity/ProDebug/ProDebug.html

Overview
This package includes a number of invaluable debugging aids that you end up re-implementing for each new project or game
engine:
• A drop-in replacement for the UnityEngine Debug class, Assert and Must extensions. The replacement Debug class
allows you to attach your own code into the Debug logging, assertion and exception handlers.
• A hierarchical debug-GUI menu system – to allow for a quick and easy method for programmers to hook up a GUI in
very quickly! The menu can be constructed either directly in code, or in Unity 5.3 and later completely in JSON, making
use of C# reflection to tie the menu description JSON into your code.
• An example debug logging utility – demonstrating attaching handlers to the replacement Debug class, to provide for
logging to a console display, to a file, to a network resource, etc.
• Example automated crash-reporting system – this example class attaches to the replacement Debug class to
demonstrate how one can send valuable data from crashes that occur on team members’ systems during development
and testing (or in the wild) up to a network resource.
• A command console input system – to allow for entry of custom commands at a text input console for immediate
execution at runtime.
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More details on the utilities included in the ProDebug plugin for Unity:
•

•

•
•
•
•

Enhanced “Debug” class [Debug.cs]: this is a drop-in replacement for Unity’s built-in Debug class, which provides all
the same functionality as UnityEngine.Debug but with improved performance and the following extra features:
o Customizable logging behavior – you have complete control over the behavior of the Debug.Log(),
Debug.LogWarning(), Debug.LogError() and Debug.LogException() methods. The default
ProDebug behavior for these method calls is typically an order of magnitude faster than the default
UnityEngine.Debug logging methods in terms of runtime performance, especially on mobile platforms.
o Unhandled Exceptions at runtime can be routed through the Debug logging system automatically (very useful
for catching unhandled exceptions which would otherwise pass through the Unity Editor environment with
nothing more than a log entry, but would otherwise result in an application termination on-device when running
on iOS or Android platforms, for example). Catch nasty bugs before they make it onto device!
o Older versions of Unity can now access the Assert() methods and Must extensions introduced recently.
Hierarchical Debug Menu System [GUIDebugMenu.cs and friends]: A complete hierarchical menu system built upon
the Unity GUI, which includes GUI widgets for the following type of menu entries:
o Runtime manipulation of C# primitive types (Boolean, Byte, SByte, Char, Int16, UInt16,
Int32, UInt32, Int64, UInt64, Single, Double, Decimal, String, Enum) as well as the
following Unity types: Color, Color32, Vector2, Vector3 and Vector4
o Runtime function execution (execute code when selected)
o Menus can be constructed from JSON (Unity 5.3+) or directly from source code.
Cross-platform log file example [Demo/DebugLogger.cs]: this example class uses the replacement Debug class to
provide automatic logging to file of all Debug.Log(), Debug.LogWarning(), Debug.LogError() and
Debug.LogException() calls, for runtime platforms that support file IO.
C# Command Executor [Demo/DebugCommandExecutor.cs]: A simple class which allows for execution of arbitrary C#
static methods, with arguments, at runtime.
Example crash reporting system [Demo/CrashUploaderExample.cs]: crash reports sent via email, as well as with an
example implementation of automatic HTTP upload of crash reports
The entire system can be disabled with a single compile-time option, to remove all debug functionality from production
code.
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The following sections go into detail on each of these aspects of the ProDebug plugin.

Enhanced “Debug” Class
The enhanced Debug class takes advantage of C# assembly / namespace precedence conventions, and by using methods with
identical calling signatures to those of the UnityEngine.Debug class, provides for a seamless drop-in replacement. Its
implementation of the Debug.Log(), Debug.LogWarning(), Debug.LogError() and Debug.LogException()
methods are to call into events, to which delegates are attached. In this way, one has complete control over the runtime
behavior of these methods. Tie into the following events to take advantage of these hooks:
• Debug.OnLog
• Debug.OnWarning
• Debug.OnError
• Debug.OnException
• Debug.OnAssertionFail
Review Debug.cs, Assert.cs and Must.cs source files for more information.
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Demo Examples
With the included example project, the main scene contains a GameObject named debug_manager which has a number of
MonoBehaviours attached to it to provide interesting functionality, such as a a debug GUI menu system, crash-reporting
system with an uploader (which simply bounces the crash information off of an echo server via HTTP) that is hooked into the
enhanced Debug class assert methods and unhandled exception reporter make use of in order to propagate these events up to
the user so that diagnostic information can be displayed the moment an assertion fails or an exception is raised and goes
unhandled. Think of it as a friendly BSOD J. These example uses will now be described in more detail.

Crash Report GUI Overlay (CrashHandlerExample.cs,
CrashUploaderExample.cs)
In the event of an assertion failure or an unhandled exception, a
full-screen overlay will be displayed to the user, containing a
descriptive message identifying what has just occurred along
with a full call stack from the time of the crash. If you are
running in the Unity Editor, or with a debugger attached, you
will also break at the time of the crash.
Assuming the program is able to survive whatever has just
occurred, you have the following options available to you at this crash reporter GUI overlay:
• Send an email containing a URL-encoded report of the crash (optionally including the full contents of the debug log file,
if the “+log” toggle is selected), on platforms with an available email client.
• Copy the contents of the crash report message and call stack (the text is displayed in a widget which will allow you to
select and copy the contents, but not edit them)
• When finished viewing the report, the user can click the “Dismiss” button to close the crash report GUI overlay.
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User Crash Report via Email
As mentioned earlier, the crash report GUI overlay provides a mechanism to email crash
reports to a destination of your choosing (the default destination address is configurable
in the script component, but of course the user can override this in their email client as
well). The subject and contents of these emails (including the contents of the debug log
file, if included) are URL encoded for cross-application and Internet transportability. The
decoding is trivial – for example, PHP’s urldecode method.
The image to the right is an example of one such crash report being sent from an iPhone
app using the ProDebug plugin. Passing the contents of this email through a URL decoder
will result in the original crash report text being recovered.
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Hierarchical Debug Menu System (DebugMenuExample.cs, GUIDebugMenu…cs)
The ProDebug plugin includes a full hierarchical menu system built upon the Unity GUI, which includes GUI widgets for the
following type of menu entries:
• Runtime manipulation of the standard C# primitive
types (Boolean, Byte, SByte, Char,
Int16, UInt16, Int32, UInt32, Int64,
UInt64, Single, Double, Decimal,
String, Enum)
• Runtime manipulation of Unity types: Color,
Color32, Vector2, Vector3 and Vector4
(these can be used as templates for other vector
types, if desired)
• Runtime function callback execution (execute code
when selected)
• Submenu entry (a container of a submenu of more
entries)

Your custom menus can be constructed from JSON (see sample_menu.json) when using Unity 5.3+, or directly in code as
well (though much more tedious). Menu fields attach to static variables and methods in your source code using C# reflection.
The top-level menu bar is implemented as a toolbar, optionally always-on or toggled by the left-most button (in the sample
project, this button is the ‘ladybug’ button). This top-level menu can be positioned at either the top edge or bottom edge of the
player screen, by means of the “Location” property. The top-level menus are expanded / collapsed by clicking on the toolbar
buttons, and for toolbar menus that exceed the width of the screen, a horizontal scrollbar allows navigation back and forth
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across the length of the menu. Similarly, for expanded vertical menus that are taller than the screen, a vertical scrollbar will
allow navigation along the length of the menu. The following interactions with menu elements are supported:
• Boolean value manipulators are radio toggle buttons.
• Numeric value manipulators are represented as a slider, allowing manipulation across a finite range of values.
• String value manipulators are represented as an editable text field.
• Enum value manipulators are represented by a button that can be clicked to cycle through the range of possible values.
• Vector and Color value manipulators are represented by a series of sliders allowing manipulation of each color channel.
• Function callback menu items are represented by a button that when clicked causes the attached function callback to be
invoked.
• Submenu items are represented by a button when collapsed, and when clicked cause their menu branch to supplant the
existing vertical menu (and so on, for each level of depth in the menu hierarchy). To navigate back up a level in a
submenu hierarchy, click the parent toolbar menu button.
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C# Command Executor (DebugCommandExecutor.cs)
The ProDebug plugin includes a “command console” system by way of the DebugCommandExecutor class. This class
provides a method by which you can invoke any arbitrary C# static method with appropriate arguments at runtime. The
system uses C# reflection for its functionality.
The syntax for these command string entries to the DebugCommandExecutor is as follows:
[AssemblyName:]ObjectType.Method arg0 arg1 ... ;
where:
• AssemblyName is an optional parameter, specifying the name of the assembly containing the method you are
invoking. This is only necessary if the method you are invoking is compiled into an external assembly linked into your
application (for example, anything contained in the UnityEngine assembly). If AssemblyName is specified, a colon
character (‘:’) must follow it immediately.
• ObjectType is the fully qualified name of the class containing the method you are invoking. A period ‘.’ character must
immediately follow the ObjectType parameter.
• Method specifies the static method you wish to invoke.
• Any required arguments should follow the method name, all separated by a whitespace character, in the same format
that they would typically be entered in C# code.
• Finally, a terminating semicolon ‘;’ character is required at the end of your command statement, used to indicate
termination for parsing and execution to be attempted.
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The ProDebug example application includes a menu item widget in the first debug toolbar menu labeled “C# Console” à
“Method Exec”, which makes use of the C# string menu edit item type for its debug menu entry. Below are some screenshots
showing this system being used on an iPhone platform:

Test it out yourself with these example commands:
• DebugMenuExample.TestMethod "sample string" 3.14159 90210; - this will execute a particular static
method in the DebugMenuExample class (output is sent to the debug console). Note that as this method is part of the
demo application source code, you do not need to specify the assembly name.
• UnityEngine:UnityEngine.Application.OpenURL http://www.ivxiv.com; – this will load the
IVxIV.com website in your default browser. The UnityEngine assembly name is required here in order to resolve the
method name.
• UnityEngine:UnityEngine.Application.Quit; - this will exit the application (only works in standalone app,
not in the browser). Again, the UnityEngine assembly name is required here in order to resolve the method name.
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HOWTO Setup Steps
In order to make use of the various features of the ProDebug plugin, you simply include the appropriate scripts in your Plugins
directory. These are described below.

Debug / Assertions / Must
To use the enhanced Debug class functionality, simply include the Debug.cs (and Assert.cs, Must.cs scripts) to enable their use
in your project.

Custom Debug Action Handlers
The debug_manager GameObject in the included demo has various
attached MonoBehaviours that hook into the ProDebug plugin
Debug class to provide custom crash handling / crash reporter
functionality. Take a look at the C# script files for these
MonoBehaviours to see how they hook into the ProDebug
functionality.
Here is a brief description of the some of the fields in the
debug_manager GameObject:
•

Debug Class Preset: a drop-down selector specifying a
desired preset behavior of the “Debug” class, can be one of
the following:
o ProDebug: debug logging will use the high
performance ProDebug systems, along with
automatic logging to the debug file of all log entries on
platforms supporting file IO. This is the default.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

o Unity Default: debug logging will mimic the default UnityEngine.Debug behavior, for the most part (NOTE:
you will still have the Debug.Assert() methods available to you)
o None: the Debug class logging methods will be disconnected from performing any work. Use this option if you
intend to implement your own custom Debug logging behaviors.
Crash Reporter Skin: reference to an optional GUI Skin object to be used for skinning the crash reporter UI.
Crash Reporter Element Inset: Inset, in pixels, of the various UI elements in the crash reporter UI.
Crash Reporter Button Width: Width in pixels of the crash reporter GUI buttons.
Crash Reporter Button Height: Height in pixels of the crash reporter GUI buttons.
Crash Reporter Dismiss Button Label: String label used on the “dismiss” button of the crash reporter GUI.
Crash Reporter Email Button Label: String label used on the “email” button of the crash reporter GUI.
Crash Reporter Email Destination: String entry defining the default email address destination for crash report emails.
Crash Reporter Debug Log Email Toggle Label: String label used on the toggle button for optional inclusion of the
debug log file with crash report emails.
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Example: Crash Uploader
One powerful example of building upon
ProDebug functionality is the inclusion of a
simple, automatic crash report uploader.
This is provided with the
CrashUploaderExample class. This
class hooks into the enhanced Debug class
events OnAssertionFail and
OnException, and when these events are
triggered this class uses the Unity WWW
class to upload to a simple HTTP echo
script hosted on the ivxiv.com website (the
PHP script for this echo server is included
with the example project). With the
ProDebug plugin and this object added to
your scene, any assertion failure or
unhandled exception would now upload
asynchronously in a coroutine to this HTTP
echo server (the upload results are
displayed back to the Debug log). This
sample script demonstrates that with just a
few lines of code, new powerful debug
functionality can be added to your project
through the use of the ProDebug plugin.
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Example: Debug Menu
A single GUIDebugMenu script object is required to add the ProDebug Debug Menu object to your Unity scene.
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In the ProDebug example project, the debug_manager Game Object has had the GUIDebugMenu script added to it, with an
associated sample_menu.json file for constructing the sample menu at startup (Unity 5.3+). In older versions of Unity, the same
sample menu is constructed in code by a second script, DebugMenuExample.cs. By adding one of these MonoBehaviours to
your scene, you will now have a ProDebug Debug Menu in your scene. All that is left is to populate it with your own menu
entries. The included example project includes a full set of sample menus, with various behaviors that can be used as a
reference for your own debug menus. This is described in greater detail below.
Here is a brief description of the fields in the GUIDebugMenu object:
• Initially Visible: a Boolean flag indicating whether or not the GUIDebugMenu should initially be visible or not.
• Menu Toggle Button: a Boolean flag indicating whether or not the left-most toolbar menu on/off toggle button should
be used or not.
• Precache Font Data: a Boolean flag indicating whether or not the GUIDebugMenu should initially attempt to precache
dynamic font glyph data. This is useful for debug menus that use dynamic fonts.
• Location: an enumeration field, either Top or Bottom, which tells the menu to attach to either the top or bottom edge
of the display, respectively.
• Menu JSON: reference to a JSON text file used to construct your menu system.
• Platform Settings List: An array of references to GUIDebugMenuSettings objects, which are used to provide platformspecific display settings for your Debug Menu if desired. More information on the GUIDebugMenuSettings objects is
given in the following section.
The example project included with the ProDebug plugin contains a fairly extensive hierarchical debug menu structure,
representative of the kinds of things you might want to include in your own debug-UI menu. You are encouraged to study the
contents of sample_menu.json and DebugMenuExample.cs, as well as the supporting debug GUI menu classes in order
to gain a better understanding of the system and how to assemble your own hierarchical debug menus.
Below is a brief description of the example debug menu constructed by DebugMenuExample for the sample project:
• C# Console à top-level menu for the DebugCommandExecutor example.
o Method Exec à string manipulator entry used for debug command entry.
• Debug à top-level menu for various entries demonstrating functionality of the enhanced Debug class.
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•
•
•
•

o Show Toggle à Boolean manipulator entry wired to the Debug Menu’s MenuToggleButton property,
allowing you to toggle the show/hide toggle button on/off, respectively.
o Menu Location à enum manipulator entry wired to the Debug Menu’s Location property, allowing you to
toggle between attaching the menu to the Top or Bottom of the display.
o Debug.Log à string manipulator entry wired into the Debug.Log method
o Debug.LogWarning à string manipulator entry wired into the Debug.LogWarning method
o Debug.LogError à string manipulator entry wired into the Debug.LogError method
o ProDebug Perf Test à a function callback menu item which, when invoked, will perform a timed test of
100 Debug.Log calls. (on many platforms, especially mobile platforms, this will typically complete an order of
magnitude faster than the subsequent test which uses the standard Unity.Debug class)
o Unity Debug Perf Test à a function callback menu item which, when invoked, will perform a timed test
of 100 UnityEngine.Debug.Log calls.
o Crash Test… à a submenu entry containing a pair of items which cause specific types of crashes
§ Assert Test – a function callback menu item which, when invoked, triggers an assertion failure.
§ Dereference null – a function callback menu item which, when invoked, dereferences a null game
object reference in order to raise an unhandled exception.
Teapot à top-level menu for entries that are used to manipulate variables associated with the teapot game object. Try
the various entries out! Note that animation must be turned off (via the first submenu entry) in order for any of the
following transform entries to have an effect.
Base Types à top-level menu for entries that are used to manipulate variables of various C# primitive types. Give
them a try!
Colors à top-level menu for entries that are used to manipulate Unity Color and Color32 variables.
Deep à top-level menu for entries that are used to demonstrate a deeply nested submenu structure (each submenu
being 3 levels deep). Most of the items are simple function callback menu items that print a Debug.Log message.
However, the deepest entry following the first submenu entry at each step along the hierarchy will contain a couple of
special entries:
o Delete this item à a function callback menu item which, when invoked, will remove that menu item from
the submenu.
o Delete this submenu à a function callback menu item which, when invoked, will remove that entire
submenu from the menu hierarchy.
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GUIDebugMenuDisplaySettings
This object is used to specify platform-specific display settings for
the ProDebug GUI. You can optionally create one of these for each
platform you are targeting, and add them to the Platform Settings
List in your GUIDebugMenu object, where the per-platform
association of these objects will be handled. The determination of
which of these will be used at runtime is based off the runtime
evaluation of Unity’s “Application.platform” property. The example
project included has GUIDebugMenuDisplaySettings objects preconfigured for a number of common platforms.
If you add the included Editor scripts to your Unity project, you can
create new GUIDebugMenuDisplaySettings objects from the
“AssetsàCreateàGUIDebugMenuDisplaySettings” menu option:

Here is a brief description of the fields in this object:
• Platform Names: string of 1 or more commaseparated values corresponding to Unity
RuntimePlatform enumerations. Used to associate
this display settings object with the desired
runtime platform(s).
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Debug Menu Skin: Optional reference to a Unity GUI Skin, which if specified is used to skin the appearance of the
Debug Menu.
Various Color fields: These color fields are used for coloring various Debug Menu fields.
Toolbar Collapsed Prefix: String used to prefix top-level Debug Menu toolbar button entries when their menu is in the
“collapsed” state.
Toolbar Expanded Prefix: String used to prefix top-level Debug Menu toolbar button entries when their menu is in the
“expanded” (selected) state.
Submenu Postfix: String appended to the item label for a sub-menu Debug Menu entry.
GUIMenuToggleButtonWidth: Width of the Debug Menu toggle button (the button which is used to show / hide the
Debug Menu).
GUIMenuToggleButtonLabel: Optional string label for the Debug Menu toggle button.
GUIMenuToggleButtonTexture: Optional texture to apply to the Debug Menu toggle button. If specified, it will be used
in place of any specified button label string.
GUIToolbarButtonWidth: Width of the top-level Debug Menu toolbar buttons.
GUIElementHeight: Height of all Debug Menu GUI item elements (toolbar buttons, menu items, etc.).
GUIDebugMenuWidth: Width of Debug Menu hierarchical menus.
GUIElementPadding: Amount of padding (in pixels) to be applied around Debug Menu elements.
GUIScrollBarThicknessHint: A hint as to the thickness of the Unity GUI scrollbar widgets. A value of 18 pixels has
seemed to work well for numerous platforms… YMMV.

Note: the Unity Editor script for creating these objects makes use of the ScriptableObjectUtility class, included with the
example project and found at: http://wiki.unity3d.com/index.php/CreateScriptableObjectAsset
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Contact
For questions or more information, feel free to contact the author of ProDebug at:
Email: software@ivxiv.com
Or post to the Unity forums. We’ll keep an eye out!
Thank you and happy debugging!

